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HAMILTONIAN MODELS OF INTERACTING FERMION FIELDS IN
QUANTUM FIELD THEORY
BENJAMIN ALVAREZ, JÉRÉMY FAUPIN, AND JEAN-CLAUDE GUILLOT
Abstract. We consider hamiltonian models representing an arbitrary number of spin 1{2
fermion quantum fields interacting through arbitrary processes of creation or annihilation of
particles. The fields may be massive or massless. The interaction form factors are supposed
to satisfy some regularity conditions in both position and momentum space. Without any
restriction on the strength of the interaction, we prove that the Hamiltonian identifies to a
self-adjoint operator on a tensor product of anti-symmetric Fock spaces and we establish the
existence of a ground state. Our results rely on new interpolated Nτ estimates. They apply
to models arising from the Fermi theory of weak interactions, with ultraviolet and spatial
cut-offs.
1. Introduction and statement of the main results
In this paper, we consider a finite number of interacting fermion fields of spin 1{2. Each
field is associated to a different species of particles. The free energy is
Hf “
nÿ
i“1
ż
ωipkiqb˚i pξiqbipξiqdξi, (1.1)
where ξi “ pki, λiq P R3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2u, with ki the momentum variable and λi the spin
variable for the ith particle. Moreover, b7ipξiq, where b7i stands for b˚i or bi, are the usual
fermionic creation and annihilation operators for the ith particle. Precise definitions will be
given in Section 1.1. The relativistic dispersion relations ωipkiq are defined by
ωipkiq “
b
k2i `m2i ,
with mi ě 0 the mass of the ith field. The interaction terms are of the formż
Gpξ1, . . . , ξnqb˚1pξ1q . . . b˚ppξpqbp`1pξp`1q . . . bnpξnqdξ1 . . . dξn ` h.c., (1.2)
the first term representing a process where p particles are created while n ´ p particles are
annihilated, with 0 ď p ď n. The second term, which is the hermitian conjugate of the first
one, represents the inverse process. In the previous equation, the interaction form factor G
is supposed to be square integrable, which makes (1.2) a well-defined quadratic form. The
interaction Hamiltonian that we consider in this paper, HI , is given by the sum over all
possible processes of interaction terms of the form (1.2); see the next section. Formally, the
total Hamiltonian is then defined by H “ Hf `HI .
Important physical examples of processes that can be described by such a model arise
from the Fermi theory of weak interactions. For instance, the weak decay of a muon into
an electron, a muon neutrino and an electron antineutrino, or the scattering of an electron
with an electron neutrino are well-described at low energy by the Fermi theory (see e.g. [11,
Chapter 2]). Considering the formal Hamiltonian associated to the Lagrangian of the theory,
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and introducing ultraviolet and spatial cut-offs, one obtains an expression of the form above.
Note that, in such processes, four spin 1{2 fermion fields interact. More details on the Fermi
theory of weak interactions, as well as other examples, will be given in Section 1.3.
Our first main concern will be to show that the formal Hamiltonian H defines a self-adjoint
operator on Fock space. An obvious obstruction is that the free energy is only quadratic
in the creation and annihilation operators, while the interaction Hamiltonian is of order n.
Nevertheless, using that all particles involved are fermions, an argument due to Glimm and
Jaffe [10] shows that, if all interaction form factors G belong to the Schwartz space of rapidly
decreasing functions, then HI is a bounded operator. In particular, H identifies to a self-
adjoint operator. In fact, inspecting the proof of [10, Proposition 1.2.3], one can see that, to
apply the argument, it is actually sufficient that all G belong to the domain of some power of
the harmonic oscillator. Still, this condition imposes a constraint on the infrared behavior of
the form factors which is much too strong to cover physically realistic cases. To circumvent
this problem, our strategy will consist in applying suitable interpolation arguments in order
to obtain refined Nτ estimates. The latter can then be applied to the abstract model studied
here, with only mild regularity assumptions on the infrared behavior of the form factors.
Note that, as may be expected, the regularity assumptions that we will have to impose will
be slightly stronger in the case of massless fields than in the massive case. The refined Nτ
estimates, combined with a perturbation argument, will allow us to obtain the self-adjointness
of H.
Once the self-adjointness of H is established, our next concern will be to prove the existence
of a ground state. In the case where all fields are massive, we will adapt an argument of [9],
while in the more difficult case where some fields are supposed to be massless, we will employ
an induction argument and follow the approach of [12]. In both cases, the proof will have to
rely on the refined Nτ estimates established previously, instead of the classical ones.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, we define precisely the
model considered in this paper, next we state our main results in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 is
concerned with examples arising from the Fermi theory of weak interactions.
1.1. The model. As mentioned above, we consider in this paper an abstract class of models
representing a finite number, n, of interacting fermion fields. The total Hilbert space is the
tensor product of n antisymmetric Fock spaces,
H :“
nâ
i“1
F , F :“ C‘
8à
l“1
bla
´
L2pR3 ˆ t´1
2
,
1
2
uq
¯
. (1.3)
Here bla stands for the anti-symmetric tensor product. Throughout the paper, we use the
notation ξ “ pk, λq P R3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2u, i.e. k stands for the momentum variable and λ the
spin variable. Moreover, to distinguish between the n different species of particles, the variable
corresponding to the ith Fock space will be denoted by ξi “ pki, λiq.
The free Hamiltonian, acting on H, is the sum of the second quantizations of the free
relativistic energy of n particles of masses mi ě 0,
Hf :“
nÿ
i“1
Hf,i,
where Hf,i acts on the i
th Fock space and is given by
Hf,i :“ dΓpωipkiqq, ωipkiq :“
b
k2i `m2i , mi ě 0.
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Let FfinpSq be the subset of F consisting of vectors pϕ0, ϕ1, . . . q P F such that, for all l P N˚,
ϕl P blaL2pR3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2uq identifies to a function in the Schwartz space SpR3l;C2
lq and
ϕl “ 0 for all but finitely many l’s. We recall that, in the sense of quadratic forms on
FfinpSq ˆ FfinpSq, Hf,i is given by Equation (1.1), where b˚i pξiq, respectively bipξiq, stands
for the fermionic creation operator, respectively annihilation operator, acting on the ith Fock
space. The following anti-commutation relations are supposed to hold:
tbipξiq, b˚i pξ1iqu “ δpξi ´ ξ1iq,
tbipξiq, bipξ1iqu “ tb˚i pξiq, b˚i pξ1iqu “ 0,
tb7ipξiq, b7jpξjqu “ 0, i ă j,
for all i, j P t1, . . . , nu. In what follows, we use the notation
ż
fpξiqdξi “
ÿ
λiPt´
1
2
, 1
2
u
ż
R3
fpki, λiqdki.
The interaction Hamiltonian is given by
HI :“
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
ti1,...,inuPIp
`
H
ppq
I,i1,...,in
pGppqi1,...,inq ` h.c.
˘
, (1.4)
where we have set
Ip :“
 ti1, . . . , inu “ t1, . . . , nu, i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ip, ip`1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă in, i1 ă ip`1(, (1.5)
and
H
ppq
I,i1,...,in
pGppqi1,...,inq :“
ż
G
ppq
i1,...,in
pξ1, . . . , ξnqb˚i1pξi1q . . . b˚ippξipqbip`1pξip`1q . . . binpξinqdξ1 . . . dξn.
If p “ 0 in (1.5), it should be understood that the conditions i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ip and i1 ă ip`1
are empty, and likewise if p “ 1, p “ n ´ 1 or p “ n. As mentioned above, physically, the
expression of H
ppq
I,i1,...,in
pGppqi1,...,inq represents an interaction process where a particle of each
species labeled by i1, . . . , ip is created, while a particle of each species labeled by ip`1, . . . , in
is annihilated. Summing over Ip insures that all possible creation or annihilation processes
are considered. Assuming that G is square integrable, it is not difficult to verify (see [19,
Theorem X.44]) that H
ppq
I,i1,...,in
pGppqi1,...,inq defines a quadratic form on
´
bˆni“1FfinpSq
¯
ˆ
´
bˆni“1FfinpSq
¯
,
where bˆ stands for the algebraic tensor product.
Formally, the total Hamiltonian that we will study is given by
H “ Hf `HI . (1.6)
It is a well-defined quadratic form on
`bˆni“1FfinpSq˘ˆ `bˆni“1FfinpSq˘.
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1.2. Results. Before stating our main results, we introduce some notations. Let
vn1, n2w :“ tn1, n1 ` 1, . . . , n2u, vn1, n2wi0 :“ tn1, n1 ` 1, . . . , n2uzti0u,
for any integers n1 ă n2 and i0. We distinguish massive and massless particles,
v1, nw “ v1, nwą Y v1, nw0,
with
v1, nwą :“ ti P v1, nw,mi ą 0u, v1, nw0 :“ ti P v1, nw,mi “ 0u.
We set in addition
v1, nwąi0 :“ v1, nwązti0u if i0 P v1, nwą, v1, nwąi0 :“ v1, nwą if i0 R v1, nwą,
and likewise for v1, nw0i0 .
Given operators A1, . . . , An, we adopt the convention thatź
iPv1,nw
Aiu :“ A1 ¨ ¨ ¨Anu,
for any u P DpA1 ¨ ¨ ¨Anq “ tv P DpAnq, Anv P DpA1 ¨ ¨ ¨An´1qu, where DpAq stands for the
domain of an operator A.
Recalling the notation ξ “ pk, λq P R3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2u, we let
h
j
i :“ ´
d2
dk2i,j
` k2i,j (1.7)
be the harmonic oscillator in one-dimension corresponding to the variable ki,j , with
ki “ pki,1, ki,2, ki,3q.
The corresponding operator acting on the variable ki,j in bni“1L2pR3ˆt´1{2, 1{2uq is denoted
by the same symbol. In other words, for G P bni“1L2pR3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2uq,
phjiGqpξ1, . . . , ξnq “ ´
B2G
Bk2i,j
pξ1, . . . , ξnq ` k2i,jGpξ1, . . . , ξnq,
with ξi “ pki,1, ki,2, ki,3, λiq.
Our main results are summarized in the following two theorems. The first one shows that
H identifies to a self-adjoint operator on H. The second one establishes the existence of a
ground state for H, under stronger assumptions on the kernels G
ppq
i1,...,in
.
Theorem 1.1 (Self-adjointness). Let i0 P v1, nw and ε ą 0. Suppose that, for all p P v0, nw
and all set of integers ti1, . . . , inu P Ip,
G
ppq
i1,...,in
P D
´´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯´ ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 5
6
1
n´1
`ε
¯¯
.
Then the quadratic form H defined in (1.6) extends to a self-adjoint operator on H with domain
DpHq “ DpHf q.
Moreover, H is semi-bounded from below and any core for Hf is a core for H.
For any Λ ą 0, we set BΛ :“ tξ “ pk, λq P R3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2u, |k| ď Λu.
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Theorem 1.2 (Existence of a ground state). Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, suppose in
addition that, for all i1 P v1, nw0, p and i1, . . . , in as in the statement of Theorem 1.1, 1 ď r ă 2
and Λ ą 0, ż
BΛ
ˇˇ
ki1
ˇˇ´2r›››`SGppqi1,i2,...,in
˘p¨ ¨ ¨ , ξi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ q
›››r
2
dξi1 ă 8, (1.8)
and ż
BΛ
ˇˇ
ki1
ˇˇ´r›››`Sp∇ki1Gppqi1,i2,...,inq
˘p¨ ¨ ¨ , ξi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ q
›››r
2
dξi1 ă 8, (1.9)
where S stands for the operator
S :“
´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯´ ź
iPv1,nw0i0zti
1u
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 5
6
1
n´1
`ε
¯
,
on L2ppR3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2uqnq. Then H has a ground state, i.e., E :“ inf σpHq is an eigenvalue
of H.
We emphasize that our results hold without any restriction on the strength of the interac-
tion. This means that, if one introduces a coupling constant g into the model and study the
Hamiltonian Hg “ Hf ` gHI , then Hg is self-adjoint and has a ground state for all values
of g P R. In the next section, we give concrete examples insuring that the conditions on the
kernels G
ppq
i1,i2,...,in
stated in the previous theorems are satisfied.
1.3. Applications to mathematical models of the weak interactions. As mentioned
above, the main examples we have in mind of physical models of the form studied in this paper
come from the Fermi theory of weak interactions.
Fermions involved in the Lagrangian of the Standard Model are quarks and leptons. Each
fermion is a Dirac particle with spin 1{2 and is distinct from its antiparticle. There are six
quarks, uppuq, downpdq, strangepsq, charmpcq, bottompbq, topptq and six leptons e´, νe, µ´, νµ,
τ´, ντ where νe (respectively νµ, ντ ) is the electron neutrino (respectively the muon neutrino,
the tau neutrino).
We are mainly interested in the quark and lepton Lagrangian, which arises by taking the
normal Dirac kinetic energy and replacing the ordinary derivative by the covariant one. See
[21, 22], [13] and [15, Section 6.2, (6.11)]. This Lagrangian is used to calculate quark and
lepton interactions. The full Lagrangian of the fermions is the sum of the lepton electroweak
Lagrangian and the quark QCD Lagrangian. It is a finite sum of terms involving two fermions
with spin 1{2 together with gauge bosons. See [15]. Hamiltonian models of the weak interac-
tion involving two fermion fields and one boson field have been studied in [1, 3, 5–7].
Well known physical examples of interacting fermion fields with spin 1{2 are given by
the Fermi Theory of weak interactions with V ´ A (Vector-Axial vector) coupling. In these
examples, the Fermi Theory is associated to an effective low-energy electroweak Lagrangian
obtained by the contraction of the propagators of the gauge bosons W˘ and Z in low energy
electroweak processes. See e.g. [13, Chapter 5]. For instance, the weak decay of a muon into
an electron, a muon neutrino and an electron antineutrino,
µ´ Ñ e´ ` νµ ` ν¯e,
the scattering of an electron with an electron neutrino,
e´ ` νe Ñ νe ` e´,
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or the muon production in the scattering of an electron with a muon neutrino,
e´ ` νµ Ñ µ´ ` νe,
are well-described at low energy by the Fermi Theory of weak interactions. See [11, Chapter
2].
Another fundamental example is the β decay, i.e., the weak decay of the neutron. In the
Fermi model, the β decay is the weak decay of a neutron into a proton, an electron and an
electron antineutrino,
nÑ p` e´ ` ν¯e.
Note that protons and neutrons are baryons, i.e., composite particles. Baryons are composed
of three quarks: a neutron is composed of an up quark (u) and two down quarks (d), a proton
is composed of two up quarks (u) and one down quark (d). Protons and neutrons may be
approximately regarded as bound states of three quarks. In the quark model, the β decay
is the weak decay of a down quark (d) into a up quark (u), an electron and an electron
antineutrino,
dÑ u` e´ ` ν¯e.
In this model also, four fermions of spin 1{2 interact.
Recently, the decays of mesons B into mesons D have also been experimentally studied.
Mesons are bosons composed of a quark and an antiquark. A meson B is composed of a
bottom antiquark pbq and a quark. A meson D is composed of a charm quark (c) and an
antiquark. The following decays have been observed (see [8, 16, 18]):
B´ Ñ D0 ` l´ ` ν¯l, B¯0 Ñ D` ` l´ ` ν¯l, (1.10)
and
B` Ñ D¯0 ` l` ` νl. (1.11)
Here B` “ pub¯q, B´ “ pu¯bq, B¯0 “ pd¯bq, D0 “ pcu¯q, D` “ pcd¯q, D¯0 “ puc¯q, l´ (respectively
l`) is a lepton of negative electric charge (respectively positive electric charge) and νl, ν¯l are
lepton neutrino and antineutrino. The decays (1.10) correspond to the transition of a quark
b into a quark c,
bÑ c` l´ ` ν¯l. (1.12)
The decay (1.11) is the transition of an antiquark b¯ to an antiquark c¯,
b¯Ñ c¯` l` ` νl. (1.13)
The decay (1.13) is the charge conjugation of the decay (1.12). Both involve four fermions of
spin 1{2.
For an example of computation about the six-fermions process b Ñ dqql`l´, with q P
pu, d, sq, see e.g. [14]. More generally, all physical processes we have in mind involve an even
number of fermions. Nevertheless, for the sake of mathematical generality, we will consider in
this paper an arbitrary number n of fermions, with n either even or odd. Some modifications
of the proof in the odd case will be required.
In all the previous examples involving four Dirac particles, the formal Hamiltonian obtained
from the corresponding Lagrangian is of the form (1.6), with one or two massless fields (as-
suming that neutrinos are treated as massless, in accordance with the classical form of the
Standard Model). After introduction of a (smooth) high-energy cut-off of parameter Λ and
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a spatial cut-off, the kernels obtained from physics can be supposed to be of the form (see
[1, 5, 6])
Gpξ1, . . . , ξ4q “ f1pk1q ¨ ¨ ¨ f4pk4qδregpk1, . . . , k4q,
where we disregarded the dependence on the spin variables for simplicity, δregpk1, . . . , k4q is a
regularization of the Dirac distributions appearing due to momentum conservation, and the
fi are C
8 in R3zt0u, satisfying the estimates
|Bαki,jfipkiq| ď Cα|ki|νi´α1¨ďΛp|ki|q, i “ 1, . . . , 4, j “ 1, . . . , 3, α P N. (1.14)
Physically, we have that νi “ 0 for any i.
For n “ 4, Theorem 1.1 shows that if all interaction form factors G satisfy
G P D
´´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
6
`ε
¯´ ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q
2
9
`ε
¯¯
, (1.15)
for some ε ą 0, then H is self-adjoint. Due to the presence of smooth ultraviolet cut-offs,
and assuming that δregpk1, . . . , knq is also smooth, the condition (1.15) is implied by the
requirement that, for massive particles, each function fi belongs to the Sobolev spaceH
1`εpR3q
for some ε ą 0 (except possibly the one labelled by i0 that must only belong to L2pR3q), while
for massless particles, each function fi belongs to H
4{3`εpR3q (again, except possibly the one
labelled by i0). Hence we need νi ą ´1{2 in (1.14) for massive particles (i.e. i P v1, nwąi0), and
νi ą ´1{6 for massless particles (i.e. i P v1, nw0i0), and νi0 ą ´3{2. In particular, the physical
case νi “ 0 is covered by our assumptions.
As for the conditions (1.8) and (1.9) in Theorem 1.2, they concern only the massless fields.
One can check that they are satisfied provided that νi ě 1{2 in (1.14), for any i P v1, nw0.
Hence, to prove the existence of a ground state, if massless fields are involved, we need to
impose an infrared regularization compared to the physical case. This is due to the method
employed [12] whose advantage is to allow us to establish the existence of a ground state with-
out any restriction on the strength of the interaction. If one introduces a coupling parameter
g into the model and use perturbative methods [4, 17], it is likely that one can rely on our
refined Nτ estimates to prove the existence of a ground state for H “ Hf ` gHI for small
enough values of g, without imposing any infrared regularization.
2. Self-adjointness
In this section we prove that the total Hamiltonian H identifies to a self-adjoint operator,
i.e., we prove Theorem 1.1. The strategy consists in establishing relative bounds of HI with
respect to Hf . We begin with relative bounds in the sense of forms, next we turn to operator
bounds.
In the following two subsections, we concentrate on a particular term of the interaction
Hamiltonian HI (see (1.4)) that, for simplicity, we write as
HIpGq “
ż
Gpξ1, . . . , ξnqb˚1pξ1q . . . b˚ppξpqbp`1pξp`1q . . . bnpξnqdξ1 . . . dξn, (2.1)
for some 0 ď p ď n.
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2.1. Form bounds. As will be recalled more precisely in the proof of the next lemma, the
usual Nτ estimates of Glimm and Jaffe [10] show that HIpGq is relatively form-bounded with
respect to. H
n{2
f . Our first aim is to find suitable conditions on the kernel G such that HI is
relatively form-bounded with respect to lower powers of Hf .
We recall that, for any function f P L2pR3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2uq,
}b7pfq} “ }f}2, (2.2)
with the usual notations
b˚pfq “
ż
fpξqb˚pξqdξ “
ÿ
λPt´ 1
2
, 1
2
u
ż
R3
fpk, λqb˚λpkqdk,
bpfq “
ż
f¯pξqbpξqdξ “
ÿ
λPt´ 1
2
, 1
2
u
ż
R3
f¯pk, λqbλpkqdk.
Here b7pfq, b7λpfq denote the usual fermionic creation and annihilation operators in F . For
g P L2pR3q and λ P t´1{2, 1{2u, the notation b7λpgq stands for
b˚λpgq “
ż
R3
gpkqb˚λpkqdk, bλpgq
ż
R3
g¯pkqbλpkqdk,
and hence }b7λpgq} “ }g}2.
We begin with a lemma which is close to Proposition 1.2.3 (b) in [10]. We give a short
proof for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 2.1. For all i0 P v1, nw, G P Dp
ś
iPv1,nwi0
ωipkiq´ 12 q and ϕ P Dpp
ř
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,iqpn´1q{2q,
we have that
ˇˇxϕ,HIpGqϕyˇˇ ď
››› ź
iPv1,nwi0
ωipkiq´ 12G
›››
2
›››
´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯n´1
2
ϕ
›››2. (2.3)
Proof. Assume that i0 P v1, pw. We writeˇˇxϕ,HIpGqϕyˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
ˇ
ż A ź
iPv1,pwi0
bipξiqϕ,
´ ż
Gpξ1, . . . ξnqb˚i0pξi0qdξi0
¯ ź
iPvp`1,nw
bipξiqϕ
E ź
iPv1,nwi0
dξi
ˇˇ
ˇ.
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that, for a.e. ξi, i P v1, nwi0 ,›››
ż
Gpξ1, . . . ξnqb˚i0pξi0qdξi0
››› “ }Gpξ1, . . . , ξi0´1, ¨, ξi0`1, . . . , ξnq}2,
(see (2.2)), we obtain thatˇˇxϕ,HIpGqϕyˇˇ
“
ż ››› ź
iPv1,pwi0
bipξiqϕ
›››}Gpξ1, . . . , ξi0´1, ¨, ξi0`1, . . . , ξnq}2
››› ź
iPvp`1,nw
bipξiqϕ
››› ź
iPv1,nwi0
dξi. (2.4)
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Now, we observe that
ż ź
iPv1,pwi0
ωipkiq
››› ź
iPv1,pwi0
bipξiqϕ
›››2 ź
iPv1,pwi0
dξi “
A
ϕ,
ź
iPv1,pwi0
Hf,iϕ
E
ď
A
ϕ,
´ ÿ
iPv1,pwi0
Hf,i
¯p´1
ϕ
E
,
and likewise,
ż ź
iPvp`1,nw
ωipkiq
››› ź
iPvp`1,nw
bipξiqϕ
›››2 ź
iPvp`1,nw
dξi ď
A
ϕ,
´ ÿ
iPvp`1,nw
Hf,i
¯n´p
ϕ
E
.
Combining this with (2.4) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we deduce that
ˇˇxϕ,HIpGqϕyˇˇ
ď
››› ź
iPv1,nwi0
ωipkiq´
1
2G
›››
2
A
ϕ,
´ ÿ
iPv1,pwi0
Hf,i
¯p´1
ϕ
E 1
2
A
ϕ,
´ ÿ
iPvp`1,nw
Hf,i
¯n´p
ϕ
E 1
2
. (2.5)
The estimate (2.3) follows directly from (2.5). The argument is similar in the case where
i0 P vp` 1, nw. 
Remark 2.2. The previous proof shows that the following more precise estimate holds:
ˇˇxϕ,HIpGqψyˇˇ ď
››› ź
iPv1,nwi0
ωipkiq´
1
2G
›››
2
››› ź
iPv1,pwi0
H
1
2
f,iϕ
›››
››› ź
iPvp`1,nwi0
H
1
2
f,iψ
›››.
This refined estimate will be useful in the next section.
Next, we prove another lemma which, in our setting, is a slight improvement of Proposition
1.2.3 (c) in [10] (see also [2]). The idea is that, if G is sufficiently regular (i.e. belongs to a
suitable Schwartz space), then HIpGq extends to a bounded quadratic form. Our improvement
compared to [10] consists in showing that regularity in all variables but one is sufficient to
obtain boundedness of HIpGq. This will be important in applications.
Recall that the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator hji has been defined in (1.7). A basis
of normalized eigenvectors of hji is denoted by pelqlPN, so that hjiel “ p2l ` 1qel.
Lemma 2.3. For all s ą 1{2, there exists Cs ą 0 such that, for all i0 P v1, nw, G P
DpśiPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qsq and ϕ P H,
ˇˇxϕ,HIpGqϕyˇˇ ď Cs
››› ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qsG
›››
2
}ϕ}2. (2.6)
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Proof. Assume that i0 P v1, pw. We have thatˇˇxϕ,HIpGqϕyˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
ˇ
ż A ź
iPv1,pw
bipξiqϕ,Gpξ1, . . . , ξnq
ź
iPvp`1,nw
bipξiqϕ
E ź
iPv1,nw
dξi
ˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
λiPt´
1
2
, 1
2
u:
iPv1,nwi0
ż A
ϕ,
ÿ
l
j
i
PN:
iPv1,nwi0 ,jPv1,3w
@
el1
1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b e
l
j
i
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b el3n , G
`p¨, λ1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξi0 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , p¨, λnq˘D2
b˚pξi0q
ź
iPv1,pwi0
b˚i,λipelji q
ź
iPvp`1,nw
bi,λipelji qϕ
E
dξi0
ˇˇ
ˇ,
where the subscript in the first sum above means that for each i P v1, nwi0 , we sum over
λi P t´1{2, 1{2u, and likewise, in the second sum, for each couple pi, jq P v1, nwi0 ˆ v1, 3w, we
sum over lji P N. The scalar product x¨, ¨y2 appearing in the right side of the last equality
stands for the scalar product in L2pR3pn´1qq.
Using that hji is self-adjoint and that h
j
iel11
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b el3n “ p2l
j
i ` 1qel11 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b el3n for all i, j,
we obtain that
ˇˇxϕ,HIpGqϕyˇˇ “
ˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
λiPt´
1
2
, 1
2
u:
iPv1,nwi0
ż A
ϕ,
ÿ
l
j
i
PN:
iPv1,nwi0 ,jPv1,3w
ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
1
p2lji ` 1qs
@
el1
1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b el3n ,
ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qsG
`p¨, λ1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξi0 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , p¨, λnq˘D2
b˚pξi0q
ź
iPv1,pwi0
b˚i,λipelji q
ź
iPvp`1,nw
bi,λipelji qϕ
E
dξi0
ˇˇ
ˇ
ď
ÿ
λiPt´
1
2
, 1
2
u:
iPv1,nwi0
ÿ
l
j
i
PN:
iPv1,nwi0 ,jPv1,3w
ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
1
p2lji ` 1qs
ˇˇ
ˇ
A
ϕ,
´ ż @
el1
1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b el3n ,
ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qsG
`p¨, λ1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξi0 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , p¨, λnq˘D2b˚pξi0qdξi0
¯
ź
iPv1,pwi0
b˚i,λipelji q
ź
iPvp`1,nw
bi,λipelji qϕ
Eˇˇ
ˇ.
Next, by (2.2), we see that the operator into parentheses in the last equation is bounded and
satisfies›››
ż @
el1
1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b el3n ,
ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qsG
`p¨, λ1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξi0 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , p¨, λnq˘DL2pR3pn´1qqb˚pξi0qdξi0
›››
“
´ ż ˇˇ@
el1
1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b el3n ,
ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qsG
`p¨, λ1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξi0 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , p¨, λnq˘D2
ˇˇ2
dξi0
¯ 1
2
.
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Combining this with the fact that }b7i,λipelji q} “ }elji }2 “ 1, we deduce that
ˇˇxϕ,HIpGqϕyˇˇ ď }ϕ}2 ÿ
λiPt´
1
2
, 1
2
u:
iPv1,nwi0
ÿ
l
j
i
PN:
iPv1,nwi0 ,jPv1,3w
ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
1
p2lji ` 1qs
´ ż ˇˇ@
el1
1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b el3n ,
ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qsG
`p¨, λ1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξi0 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , p¨, λnq˘D2
ˇˇ2
dξi0
¯ 1
2
.
Applying again the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, using that
ř
l
j
iPN
p2lji`1q´2s ă 8 since s ą 1{2,
and that the sum over the λi’s is finite, we obtain
ˇˇxϕ,HIpGqϕyˇˇ ď Cs}ϕ}2
´ ÿ
λiPt´
1
2
, 1
2
u:
iPv1,nwi0
ÿ
l
j
iPN:
iPv1,nwi0 ,jPv1,3w
ż ˇˇ@
el1
1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b el3n ,
ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qsG
`p¨, λ1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξi0 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , p¨, λnq˘D2
ˇˇ2
dξi0
¯ 1
2
“ Cs}ϕ}2
››› ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qsG
›››
2
,
for some positive constant Cs. This concludes the proof. 
Now we interpolate the estimates given by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3. This gives the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.4. Let s ą 1{2 and 0 ď θ ď 1. There exists a positive constant Cs,θ such that,
for all i0 P v1, nw,
G P D
´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji qθs
ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
12
`θps´ 1
12
q
¯
,
and ϕ P DppřiPv1,nwi0 Hf,iq
n´1
2
p1´θqq, we have that
ˇˇ@
ϕ,HIpGqϕ
Dˇˇ
ď Cs,θ
›››
´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji qθs
¯´ ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
12
`θps´ 1
12
qq
¯
G
›››
2
›››
´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯n´1
2
p1´θq
ϕ
›››2. (2.7)
Proof. To interpolate the estimates given by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, we rewrite (2.3) in a
weaker version that will be more convenient. For massive particles, i P v1, nwą, we have
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that }ωipkiq´ 12u}2 À }u}2, while in the case of massless particles, i P v1, nw0, we write
}ωipkiq´
1
2u}2 “ }pk2i,1 ` k2i,2 ` k2i,3q´
1
4u}2
À }|ki,1|´
1
6 |ki,2|´
1
6 |ki,3|´
1
6u}2
À }p|Bki,1 |
1
6 |Bki,2 |
1
6 |Bki,3 |
1
6 qu}2
À
››› ź
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
12u
›››
2
, i P v1, nw0.
In the first inequality, we used that abc À a3` b3` c3 for any positive numbers a, b, c, and in
the second inequality we used Hardy’s inequality in R. Hence (2.3) implies that
ˇˇ@
ϕ,HIpGqϕ
Dˇˇ À
››› ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
12G
›››
2
›››
´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯n´1
2
ϕ
›››2. (2.8)
Now we proceed to interpolation. Let G˜ P L2. For ϕ˜ P H, consider the map
f : z ÞÑ
A´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯´n´1
2
p1´zq
ϕ˜,
HI
´´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji q´zs
¯´ ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q´
1
12
´zps´ 1
12
qq
¯
G˜
¯´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯´n´1
2
p1´zq
ϕ˜
E
.
Since the operators hji and
ř
Hf,i`1 are positive and invertible, one verifies that f is analytic
in tz P C, 0 ă Repzq ă 1u, and bounded and continuous in tz P C, 0 ď Repzq ď 1u. Moreover,
Equations (2.3) and (2.6) show that
sup
Repzq“0
|fpzq| À }G˜}2}ϕ˜}2, sup
Repzq“1
|fpzq| À }G˜}2}ϕ˜}2.
Applying Hadamard’s three lines lemma, we deduce that
sup
0ďRepzqď1
|fpzq| À }G˜}2}ϕ˜}2.
Taking Impzq “ 0, we obtain that
ˇˇ
ˇ
A´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯´n´1
2
p1´θq
ϕ˜ , HI
´´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji q´θs
¯´ ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q´
1
12
´θps´ 1
12
qq
¯
G˜
¯
´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯´n´1
2
p1´θq
ϕ˜
Eˇˇ
ˇ À }G˜}2}ϕ˜}2,
for any 0 ď θ ď 1, G˜ P L2 and ϕ˜ P H. Applying this to
G˜ “
ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji qθs
ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
12
`θps´ 1
12
qG and ϕ˜ “ p
ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1q
n´1
2
p1´θqϕ,
this implies the statement of the lemma. 
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2.2. Operator bounds. In this section we improve the results of Section 2.1 by establishing
relative bounds of HIpGq with respect to Hf . The first step is to prove the following lemma,
using Remark 2.2.
Lemma 2.5. For all i0 P v1, nw, G P Dp
ś
iPv1,nwi0
ωipkiq´ 12 q and ϕ P Dpp
ř
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,iqpn´1q{2q,
we have that
››HIpGqϕ›› ď
››› ź
iPv1,nwi0
p1` ωipkiq´
1
2 qG
›››
2
›››
´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯n´1
2
ϕ
›››. (2.9)
Proof. Suppose that i0 P v1, pw. It follows from Remark 2.2 that, for all G˜ P Dp
ś
iPv1,nwi0
ωipkiq´ 12 q,
´ ź
iPv1,pwi0
H
1
2
f,i
¯´1
HIpG˜q
´ ź
iPvp`1,nw
H
1
2
f,i
¯´1 ď
››› ź
iPv1,nwi0
ωipkiq´ 12 G˜
›››
2
. (2.10)
Let G P DpśiPv1,nwi0 ωipkiq´
1
2 q. We claim that
HIpGq
´ ź
iPv1,nwi0
pHf,i ` 1q
1
2
¯´1 P LpHq. (2.11)
To prove (2.11), we write
HIpGq
´ ź
iPv1,nwi0
pHf,i ` 1q
1
2
¯´1
“
´ ź
iPv1,pwi0
H
1
2
f,i
¯´1´ ź
iPv1,pwi0
H
1
2
f,i
¯
HIpGq
´ ź
iPv1,nwi0
pHf,i ` 1q
1
2
¯´1
. (2.12)
Using the pull-through formula fpHf,iqb˚pξiq “ b˚pξiqfpHf,i ` ωipkiqq, for any measurable
function f , we obtain that´ ź
iPv1,pwi0
H
1
2
f,i
¯
HIpGq “
ż
Gpξ1, . . . , ξnqb˚1pξ1q . . . b˚ppξpqbp`1pξp`1q . . . bnpξnq
´ ź
iPv1,pwi0
pHf,i ` ωipkiqq
1
2
¯
dξ1 . . . dξn. (2.13)
Moreover, we have that››pωipkiq ` 1q´ 12 pHf,i ` ωipkiqq 12 pHf,i ` 1q´ 12 ›› ď 1. (2.14)
Inserting (2.13) and (2.14) into (2.12), it is not difficult to deduce that›››HIpGq
´ ź
iPv1,nwi0
pHf,i ` 1q
1
2
¯´1›››
ď
›››
´ ź
iPv1,pwi0
H
1
2
f,i
¯´1
HI
´ ź
iPv1,pwi0
pωipkiq ` 1q
1
2 |G|
¯´ ź
iPvp`1,nw
pHf,i ` 1q
1
2
¯´1›››.
Applying (2.10) to G˜ “śiPv1,pwi0 pωipkiq ` 1q
1
2 |G| proves (2.11) and establishes (2.9) in the
case where i0 P v1, pw. The case where i0 P vp` 1, nw can be treated in the same way. 
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Now, as in the previous section, we use an interpolation argument to obtain the following
relative bound.
Proposition 2.6. Let s ą 1{2 and 0 ď θ ď 1. There exists a positive constant Cs,θ such that,
for all i0 P v1, nw,
G P D
´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji qθs
ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
12
`θps´ 1
12
qq
¯
,
and ϕ P DppřiPv1,nwi0 Hf,iq
n´1
2
p1´θqq, we have that››HIpGqϕ››
ď Cs,θ
›››
´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji qθs
¯´ ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
12
`θps´ 1
12
qq
¯
G
›››
2
›››
´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯n´1
2
p1´θq
ϕ
›››. (2.15)
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that, for all s ą 1{2, there exists Cs ą 0 such that, for all
i0 P v1, nw, G P Dp
ś
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qsq and ϕ,ψ P H,
ˇˇ@
ϕ,HIpGqψ
Dˇˇ ď Cs
››› ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qsG
›››
2
}ϕ}}ψ}. (2.16)
Considering the map
f : z ÞÑ
A
ϕ
ˇˇ
ˇHI
´´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji q´zs
¯´ ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q´
1
12
´zps´ 1
12
qq
¯
G˜
¯´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯´n´1
2
p1´zq
ψ
E
,
on tz P C, 0 ď Repzq ď 1u, it suffices to proceed in the same way as in Lemma 2.4, using
Hadamard’s three lines lemma together with (2.9) and (2.16). 
Remark 2.7. The constants Cs,θ in Propositions 2.4 and 2.6 depend on the positive masses
mi, i P v1, nwą. More precisely, inspecting the proof, one can write
Cs,θ “ C˜s,θp
ź
iPv1,nwą
m
´θ{2
i q,
where C˜s,θ is independent of mi. In the next section, to establish the existence of a ground
state for the Hamiltonian H, it will be important to have relative bounds that hold uniformly
in the masses mi, for i in some subset I Ă v1, nwą. To obtain such bounds, it suffices to modify
the proof of Proposition 2.4 by replacing the estimate }ωipkiq´1{2u}2 ď m´1{2i }u}2, for i P I,
by }ωipkiq´1{2u}2 ď }|ki|´1{2u}2. This leads to the following more precise relative bounds››HIpGqϕ›› ď C˜s,θ min
IĂv1,nwą
i0
›››
´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0zI
jPv1,3w
m
´ θ
2
i phji qθs
¯´ ź
iPv1,nw0i0YI
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
12
`θps´ 1
12
qq
¯
G
›››
2
ˆ
›››
´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯n´1
2
p1´θq
ϕ
›››, (2.17)
where C˜s,θ is independent of the masses mi’s.
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2.3. Self-adjointness of H. Using Proposition 2.6, we are now able to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let ε ą 0 and consider a term HppqI,i1,...,inpG
ppq
i1,...,in
q occurring in the sum
defining HI , see (1.4). Possibly changing variables, we can assume without loss of generality
that H
ppq
I,i1,...,in
pGppqi1,...,inq is given by an expression of the form (2.1), hence, to shorten notations,
we write H
ppq
I,i1,...,in
pGppqi1,...,inq “ HIpGq, with
G P D
´´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯´ ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 5
6
1
n´1
`ε
¯¯
.
Applying Proposition 2.6 with θ “ 1 ´ 2p1´εq
n´1 and s “ 1{2 ` κ, with κ small enough, we
obtain that››HIpGqϕ›› À
›››
´ ź
iPv1,nwąi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯´ ź
iPv1,nw0i0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 5
6
1
n´1
`ε
¯
G
›››
2
››pHf ` 1q1´εϕ››, (2.18)
for all ϕ P DpH1´εf q. Next, we observe that››pHf ` 1q1´εϕ›› “ @ϕ, pHf ` 1q2´2εϕD 12
ď `µ2@ϕ, pHf ` 1q2ϕD` Cµ}ϕ}2˘ 12
ď µ››Hfϕ››` Cµ}ϕ}, (2.19)
for any µ ą 0, the first inequality being a consequence of Young’s inequality.
Combining (2.18) and (2.19), since µ ą 0 can be fixed arbitrarily small, we deduce that
HIpGq is relatively Hf -bounded with relative bound 0. Since the other terms in the sum oc-
curring in (1.4) can be treated in the same way, we deduce from the Kato-Rellich theorem that,
indeed, H extends to a self-adjoint operator satisfying DpHq “ DpHf q. Semi-boundedness of
H and the fact that any core for Hf is a core for H are other consequences of the Kato-Rellich
theorem. 
3. Existence of a ground state
In this section, we prove the existence of a ground state for the Hamiltonian H defined by
Theorem 1.1, i.e., we prove Theorem 1.2. In Section 3.1, we begin by studying the simplest
case where all fermion fields are supposed to be massive. Next, in Section 3.2, we consider the
case where excatly one field is massless, and, in Subsection 3.3, we consider the general case,
using an induction in l P v1, nw, where l represents the number of massless fields involved.
3.1. Models with only massive fields. In this section, we suppose that the masses of all
the particles are positive. We set
m :“ min
iPv1,nw
mi ą 0.
We prove the existence of a ground state for H by adapting a method due to [9] (see also
[20]). The proofs follows closely Section 4.2 of [5], the main difference being that we have to
use the relative bounds of Proposition 2.6 instead of the usual Nτ estimates.
Recall that the Fock space F has been defined in (1.3). Let
U : F Ñ F b F ,
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be defined by
UΩ “ Ωb Ω, Ub˚pf ‘ gq “ pb˚pfq b 1` p´1qN b b˚pgqqU,
where N “ dΓp1q denotes the number operator in F . The operator U extends by linearity to
a unitary map on F . Let j0 P C8pr0,8q; r0, 1sq be such that j0 ” 1 on r0, 1{2s and j0 ” 0 on
r1,8q, and let j8 “
a
1´ j20 . For R ą 0, let jR7 :“ j7py2{R2q on L2pR3ˆt´1{2, 1{2uq, where
j7 stands for j0 or j8 and y “ i∇k. Let
jR : L2pR3 ˆ t´1
2
,
1
2
uq Ñ L2pR3 ˆ t´1
2
,
1
2
uq ‘ L2pR3 ˆ t´1
2
,
1
2
uq, jRpfq :“ pjR0 pfq, jR8pfqq.
We then define
ΓˇpjRq : F Ñ F b F , ΓˇpjRq :“ UΓpjRq,
where, as usual, for an operator a on L2pR3ˆt´1{2, 1{2uq, the operator Γpaq on F is defined
by its restriction to blaL2pR3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2uq as Γpaq “ ab ¨ ¨ ¨ b a, and ΓpaqΩ “ 1.
The “extended” Hilbert space is
H
ext :“ H bH,
where, recall, H “ bni“1F . The operator ΓˇR : HÑ Hext is defined by
ΓˇR :“ bni“1ΓˇpjRq,
and the extended Hamiltonian, acting on Hext, is
Hext :“ H b 1` 1bHf .
Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, one verifies, by adapting the proof of that theorem in a
straightforward way, that HI b 1 is relatively Hext bounded with relative bound 0.
Recall that, for p P v0, nw, the set Jp has been defined in (1.5).
Lemma 3.1. Let i0 P v1, nw and ε ą 0. Suppose that, for all p P v0, nw and all set of integers
ti1, . . . , inu P Ip,
G
ppq
i1,...,in
P D
´ ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
.
Then, for any χ P C80 pRq we have that
χpHextqΓˇR ´ ΓˇRχpHq Ñ 0, RÑ8. (3.1)
Proof. The proof can be adapted from that of [5, Lemma 4.3]. The main difference is that
we have to use the relative bound of Proposition 2.6 instead of the usual Nτ estimates.
Namely, considering, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, a particular term of HI of the form
H
ppq
I,i1,...,in
pGppqi1,...,inq “ HIpGq, with HIpGq given by (2.1), one can compute
pHIpGq b 1qΓˇR ´ ΓˇRHIpGq
“
ż ´
1´
nź
i“1
j0p x
2
i
R2
q
¯
Gpξ1, . . . , ξnqb˚,01 pξ1q . . . b˚,0p pξpqb0p`1pξp`1q . . . b0npξnqdξ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dξn
`
ÿ
tαiuPt0,8un
Dj,αj‰0
ż ´ nź
i“1
jαip
x2i
R2
q
¯
Gpξ1, . . . , ξnqb˚,α11 pξ1q . . . b˚,αpp pξpqbαp`1p`1 pξp`1q . . . bαnn pξnq
dξ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dξn.
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Here we have set xi “ i∇ki , b7,0i :“ b7i b 1 and b7,8i “ p´1qNi b b7, where b7 stands for b
or b˚ and Ni “
ş
b˚pξiqbpξiqdξi is the number operator in the ith Fock space. The subscript
tαiu P t0,8un, Dj, αj ‰ 0 means that, for each term of the sum, at least one of the creation
of annihilation operator b7,αii is equal to b
8,αi
i .
Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 2.6, one then verifies that››`pHIpGq b 1qΓˇR ´ ΓˇRHIpGq˘ϕ››
ď Cs,θ
!›››
´ ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qθs
¯´
1´
nź
i“1
j0p x
2
i
R2
q
¯
G
›››
2
`
ÿ
tαiuPt0,8un
Dj,αj‰0
›››
´ ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qθs
¯´ nź
i“1
jαip
x2i
R2
q
¯
G
›››
2
)
ˆ
›››
´ ÿ
iPv1,nwi0
pHf,i b 1` 1bHf,iq ` 1
¯pn´1qp1´θq
ϕ
›››, (3.2)
for any s ą 1{2 and 0 ď θ ď 1. Fixing θ and s as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, and using that
Hf,i b 1` 1bHf,i is relatively Hext bounded, one deduces from the previous estimate that››`pHIpGq b 1qΓˇR ´ ΓˇRHIpGq˘pHext ` iq´1››
ď Cs,θ
!›››
´ ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯´
1´
nź
i“1
j0p x
2
i
R2
q
¯
G
›››
2
`
ÿ
tαiuPt0,8un
Dj,αj‰0
›››
´ ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯´ nź
i“1
jαip
x2i
R2
q
¯
G
›››
2
)
. (3.3)
Using pseudo-differential calculus together with the fact that G belongs to the domain ofś
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε, it is not difficult to see that the right-hand-side of the previous equation
goes to 0, as R Ñ 8. Since the other terms occurring in the definition of HI can be treated
in the same way, the rest of the proof is a straightforward adaptation of [5, Lemma 4.3]. 
Given Lemma 3.1, one deduces the location of the essential spectrum of H as stated in the
following proposition. Again, the proof is a straightforward adaptation of a corresponding
result in [5] (see [5, Theorem 3.5]). Details are left to the reader.
Proposition 3.2. Let i0 P v1, nw and ε ą 0. Suppose that, for all p P v0, nw and all set of
integers ti1, . . . , inu P Ip,
G
ppq
i1,...,in
P D
´ ź
iPv1,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
.
The essential spectrum of H is given by
σesspHq “ rE `m,8q,
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where E “ inf σpHq and m “ miniPv1,nwpmiq ą 0. In particular, E is a (discrete) eigenvalue
of H.
3.2. Models with one massless field. In this section, we suppose that one field is mass-
less, while all the other ones are massive. To fix ideas, we suppose that m1 “ 0 and
m “ miniPv2,nwmi ą 0. It will be convenient to write the total Hamiltonian H in (1.6)
as H “ Hm1“0, in other words,
Hm1“0 “ Hf,m1“0 `HI “ dΓp|k1|q `
nÿ
i“2
dΓp
b
k2i `m2i q `HI , mi ą 0, 2 ď i ď n,
where HI is given by (1.4). Obviously the situation is identical if mi “ 0 for some i P v1, nw
while all the other mi’s are positive.
In order to prove that the Hamiltonian Hm1“0 has a ground state, we follow the strategy
of [12]. First, we approximate Hm1“0 by a family of operators Hm1 , where
Hm1 “ Hf,m1 `HI “
nÿ
i“1
dΓp
b
k2i `m2i q `HI , mi ą 0, 1 ď i ď n,
then we let m1 Ñ 0. Proposition 3.2 shows that Hm1 has a ground state Φm1 . The strategy
then consists in showing that Φm1 converges strongly, as m1 Ñ 0, to a (non-vanishing) ground
state of Hm1“0.
We set Em1 :“ inf σpHm1q and Em1“0 :“ inf σpHm1“0q.
Proposition 3.3. Let i0 P v1, nw and ε ą 0. Suppose that, for all p P v0, nw and all set of
integers ti1, . . . , inu P Ip,
G
ppq
i1,...,in
P D
´´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯´ ź
iPv1,1wi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 5
6
1
n´1
`ε
¯¯
.
Then Em1 Ñ Em1“0 as m1 Ó 0. Moreover,
Em1“0 “ lim
m1Ó0
xΦm1 ,Hm1“0Φm1y. (3.4)
Proof. For m1 ą m11 ą 0, we have that Hm1 ě Hm11 ě H. This implies that the map
m1 ÞÑ Em1 is non-decreasing and bounded below by Em1“0. Hence there exists E˚ such that
lim
m1Ó0
Em1 “: E˚ ě Em1“0.
We prove that E˚ ď Em1“0. Let δ ą 0 and let ϕ P DpHm1“0q be a normalized vector such
that xϕ,Hm1“0ϕy ď Em1“0 ` δ. Note that
Hm1 ď dΓp|k1| `m1q `
ÿ
iPv2,nw
dΓp
b
k2i `m2i q `HI ď Hm1“0 `m1N1,
where N1 “
ş
b˚1pξ1qb1pξ1qdξ1 is the number operator in the first Fock space.
Let ϕ˜ℓ “ 1r0,ℓspN1qϕ. Clearly, since N1 commutes with dΓppk2i ` m2i q1{2q, i P v1, nw, we
have that
lim
ℓÑ8
@
ϕ˜ℓ,Hf,m1“0ϕ˜ℓ
D “ @ϕ,Hf,m1“0ϕD.
Moreover, applying Proposition 2.4, we see that there exist a ą 0 and b ą 0 such thatˇˇ@
ϕ˜ℓ ´ ϕ,HIpϕ˜ℓ ´ ϕq
Dˇˇ ď a@ϕ˜ℓ ´ ϕ,Hf,m1“0pϕ˜ℓ ´ ϕqD` b}ϕ˜ℓ ´ ϕ}2,
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which tends to zero as ℓÑ8. This shows that, fixing ℓ large enough, we have
xϕ˜ℓ ´ ϕ,Hm1“0pϕ˜ℓ ´ ϕqy ď δ,
and therefore
E˚ ď xϕ˜ℓ,Hm1ϕ˜ℓy
ď xϕ˜ℓ,Hm1“0ϕ˜ℓy `m1xϕ˜ℓ, N1ϕ˜ℓy
ď xϕ,Hm1“0ϕy ` δ `m1xϕ˜ℓ, N1ϕ˜ℓy
ď E ` 2δ `m1xϕ˜ℓ, N1ϕ˜ℓy.
Letting m1 Ñ 0, we obtain that
E˚ ď E ` 2δ.
Hence E˚ ď E since δ ą 0 is arbitrary.
To prove (3.4), it suffices to observe that
Em1“0 ď xΦm1 ,Hm1“0Φm1y ď xΦm1 ,Hm1Φm1y “ Em1 .
Letting m1 Ñ 0 concludes the proof. 
The next step is to prove that Φm1 converges strongly, as m1 Ñ 0, along some subsequence,
to a non-vanishing vector of the Hilbert space which will turn out to be a ground state of
Hm1“0. An important ingredient is to control the expectation of the number operator N1 in
the approximate ground state Φm1 , uniformly in m1 ą 0. This is the purpose of the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.4. Let i0 P v1, nw and ε ą 0. Suppose that, for all p P v0, nw and all set of
integers ti1, . . . , inu P Ip,
G
ppq
i1,...,in
P D
´´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯´ ź
iPv1,1wi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 5
6
1
n´1
`ε
¯¯
.
For a.e. ξ1 “ pk1, λ1q P R3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2u, k1 ‰ 0, we have that
››b1pξ1qΦm1›› ď C0|k1|´1
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξ1, ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››
2
, (3.5)
where C0 is a positive constant independent of m1 and the sum runs over all integers i2, . . . , in
such that ti2, . . . , inu “ t2, . . . , nu, i2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ip and ip`1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă in.
Proof. We have to distinguish the case where the number of different fields, n, is even from
that where it is odd.
Suppose first that n is even. Since Φm1 is a ground state of Hm1 , we have that
b1pξ1qpHm1 ´ Em1qΦm1 “ 0,
and the pull-through formula then yields
pHm1 ´ Em1 ` pk21 `m21q
1
2 qb1pξ1qΦm1 ` rb1pξ1q,HI sΦm1 “ 0. (3.6)
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Recalling the expression (1.4) of HI , a direct computation shows that
rb1pξ1q,HI s
“
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
ż
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξ1, . . . , ξnqb˚i2pξi2q . . . b˚ippξipqbip`1pξip`1q . . . binpξinqdξ2 . . . dξn, (3.7)
where the second sum runs over all integers i2, . . . , in such that ti2, . . . , inu “ t2, . . . , nu,
i2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ip and ip`1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă in. Applying Proposition 2.6, we obtain that››rb1pξ1q,HI sΦm1››
ď Cs,θ,n
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji qθs
¯
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξ1, ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››
2
›››
´ ÿ
iPv2,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯n´2
2
p1´θq
Φm1
›››,
for any s ą 1{2 and 0 ď θ ď 1, where Cs,θ,n is a positive constant independent of m1 ą 0.
Fixing s and θ as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, it is then not difficult to deduce from the
previous estimate that››rb1pξ1q,HI sΦm1››
ď C
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξ1, ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››
2
›››
´ ÿ
iPv2,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯
Φm1
›››,
where C ą 0 does not depend on m1. Together with (3.6), since››pHm1 ´ Em1 ` pk21 `m21q 12 q´1›› ď |k1|´1,
we obtain that››b1pξ1qΦm1››
ď C|k1|´1
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξ1, ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››
2
›››
´ ÿ
iPv2,nwi0
Hf,i ` 1
¯
Φm1
›››.
Moreover, applying (2.17) in Remark 2.7, with I “ t1u, shows that››HIΦm1›› ď C1››`Hf,m1 ` 1˘Φm1››,
for some positive constant C1 independent of m1. Combined with the previous equation and
the fact that }Hm1Φm1} “ |Em1 | is uniformly bounded in m1 ě 0 in a compact set (since
m1 ÞÑ Em1 is non-decreasing), this yields that
››b1pξ1qΦm1›› ď C2|k1|´1
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξ1, ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››
2
,
with C2 ą 0 independent of m1. This proves (3.5) in the case where n is even.
If n is odd, the proof has to be modified as follows. Using anti-commutation relations, we
now find that
rb1pξ1q,HI s “ ´2HIb1pξ1q `H 1Ipξ1q, (3.8)
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where
H 1Ipξ1q :“
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
ż
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξ1, . . . , ξnqb˚i2pξi2q . . . b˚ippξipqbip`1pξip`1q . . . binpξinqdξ2 . . . dξn.
The identity (3.6) is thus replaced by
`
Hm1 ´ 2HI ´ Em1 ` pk21 `m21q
1
2
˘
b1pξ1qΦm1 `H 1Ipξ1qΦm1 “ 0.
Now, using that n is odd, a direct computation gives
p´1qNHm1p´1qN “ Hm1 ´ 2HI ,
where N “ řni“1 ş b˚i pξiqbipξiqdξi is the total number operator. Therefore, Hm1 and Hm1´2HI
are unitarily equivalent and hence we have that inf σpHm1 ´ 2HIq “ Em1 . This shows that
pHm1 ´ 2HI ´ Em1 ` pk21 `m21q1{2q is invertible with inverse bounded by |k1|´1. The rest of
the proof is identical to that of the previous case. 
The following further technical estimate will be used in the proof of the existence of a
ground state for Hm1“0.
Proposition 3.5. Under the conditions of Proposition 3.4, for a.e. ξ1 “ pk1, λ1q P R3 ˆ
t´1{2, 1{2u, k1 ‰ 0, we have that
››∇k1pb1pξ1qΦm1q›› ď C0|k1|´2
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξ1, ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››
2
` C0|k1|´1
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
p∇k1Gppq1,i2,...,inqpξ1, ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››
2
, (3.9)
where C0 is a positive constant independent of m1.
Proof. Consider for instance the case where n is even. We rewrite (3.6) as
b1pξ1qΦm1 “ ´
`
Hm1 ´ Em1 ` pk21 `m21q
1
2
˘´1rb1pξ1q,HI sΦm1 . (3.10)
Differentiating w.r.t. k1 and using (3.7), we obtain that
∇k1pb1pξ1qΦm1q “ ´∇k1
´`
Hm1 ´ Em1 ` pk21 `m21q
1
2
˘´1¯
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
ż
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξ1, . . . , ξnqb˚i2pξi2q . . . b˚ippξipqbip`1pξip`1q . . . binpξinqΦm1dξ2 . . . dξn
´ `Hm1 ´ Em1 ` pk21 `m21q 12 ˘´1
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
ż
p∇k1Gppq1,i2,...,inqpξ1, . . . , ξnqb˚i2pξi2q . . . b˚ippξipqbip`1pξip`1q . . . binpξinqΦm1dξ2 . . . dξn.
Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 3.4, it is not difficult to deduce from the previous
equality that (3.9) holds.
The proof of (3.9) in the case where n is odd is analogous, using (3.8) instead of (3.6). 
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Remark 3.6. Proceeding in the same way as in Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, one can estimate
the norms of bpξlqΦm1 and ∇klpbpξlqΦm1q, l P v2, nw, as››blpξlqΦm1›› ď C0ωlpklq´1
ˆ
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i1,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯´ ź
iPv1,1wi0
jPv1,3w
phj1q
1
2
´ 5
6
1
n´1
`ε
¯
G
ppq
i1,i2,...,in
pξ1, ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››
2
,
and››∇klpblpξlqqΦm1
›› ď C0ωlpklq´2
ˆ
! nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i1,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯´ ź
iPv1,1wi0
jPv1,3w
phj1q
1
2
´ 5
6
1
n´1
`ε
¯
G
ppq
i1,i2,...,in
pξ1, ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››
2
` ωlpklq
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i1,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯´ ź
iPv1,1wi0
jPv1,3w
phj1q
1
2
´ 5
6
1
n´1
`ε
¯
p∇klGppqi1,i2,...,inqpξ1, ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››
2
)
,
where ωlpklq “ pk2l `m2l q1{2 and C0 is a positive constant independent of m1. Theses estimates
are not optimal, but they are sufficient for our purpose.
We can finally prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.7. Under the conditions of Proposition 3.4, the operator Hm1“0 has a ground
state, i.e., there exists Φm1“0 P DpHm1“0q, Φm1“0 ‰ 0, such that
Hm1“0Φm1“0 “ Em1“0Φm1“0.
Proof. Let pmpjq1 qjPN be a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers such that mpjq1 Ñ 0
as j Ñ 8. To shorten notations, we denote by Φj P DpHmpjq
1
q a normalized ground state of
H
m
pjq
1
, which exists according to Proposition 3.2. By Proposition 3.3, we have that
lim
jÑ8
››pHm1“0 ´ Em1“0q 12Φj›› “ 0.
To prove the theorem, we claim that it suffices to show that pΦjq converges strongly, as
j Ñ 8. Indeed, if we prove that there exists Φm1“0 such that }Φj ´ Φm1“0}, as j Ñ 8, we
can deduce from the previous equality that Φm1“0 P DppHm1“0´Em1“0q
1
2 q, }Φm1“0} “ 1 and
pHm1“0 ´ Em1“0q
1
2Φm1“0 “ 0. The statement of the theorem then follows.
Now, we prove that pΦjq converges strongly as j Ñ 8. We decompose
Φj “
ÿ
l1,...,lnPN
Φ
pl1,...,lnq
j P bl1a L2pR3 ˆ t´
1
2
,
1
2
uq b ¨ ¨ ¨ blna L2pR3 ˆ t´
1
2
,
1
2
uq.
Recall that N stands for the total number operator in H. By Proposition 3.4 and Remark
3.6, using Hypothesis (1.8), one can see that xΦj, NΦjy is uniformly bounded in j P N. From
this property, one can deduce that the strong convergence of Φ
pl1,...,lnq
j for any l1, . . . , ln P N
implies the strong convergence of Φj.
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Moreover, we claim that it suffices to prove the L2 convergence of Φ
pl1,...,lnq
j on any compact
subset of pR3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2uql1`¨¨¨`ln . Indeed, we observe that
Φ
pl1,...,lnq
j pξp1q1 , . . . , ξpl1q1 , . . . , ξp1qn , . . . , ξplnqn q
“ 1?
l1
b1pξp1q1 qΦpl1´1,l2,...,lnqj pξp2q1 , . . . , ξpl1q1 , . . . , ξp1qn , . . . , ξplnqn q.
Recall that BΛ “ tpk, λq P R3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2u, |k| ď Λu. From Proposition 3.4, it follows that
››1Bc
Λ
pξp1q1 qb1pξ1qΦj
›› ď C0
Λ
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξ1, ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››
2
,
uniformly in j P N. This implies that
››1Bc
Λ
p¨qΦpl1,...,lnqj
››2
2
À 1
Λ2
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
›››2
2
. (3.11)
Here 1Bc
Λ
p¨qΦpl1,...,lnqj should be understood as the map
`
ξ
p1q
1 , . . . , ξ
pl1q
1 , . . . , ξ
p1q
n , . . . , ξ
plnq
n
˘ ÞÑ 1Bc
Λ
pξp1q1 qΦpl1,...,lnqj
`
ξ
p1q
1 , . . . , ξ
pl1q
1 , . . . , ξ
p1q
n , . . . , ξ
plnq
n
˘
.
Clearly, the right hand side of (3.11) can be made arbitrarily small, uniformly in j P N, for Λ
large enough. An analogous estimate holds if ξ
p1q
1 is replaced by any of the other variable ξ
pℓq
i .
This shows that it suffices to establish the L2 convergence of Φ
pl1,...,lnq
j on any compact subset
of pR3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2uql1`¨¨¨`ln .
Now we prove that pΦpl1,...,lnqj qjPN converges strongly on
Bl1`¨¨¨`lnΛ Ă pR3 ˆ t´1{2, 1{2uql1`¨¨¨`ln .
We note that, since }Φj} “ 1 for all j P N, pΦpl1,...,lnqj qjPN is a bounded sequence in L2,
hence, by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, it converges weakly in L2, along some subsequence.
Consider a weakly convergent subsequence which, to simplify, is denoted by the same symbol
pΦpl1,...,lnqj qjPN. We define the space W 1,rpBl1`¨¨¨`lnΛ q as the set of all measurable maps f from
Bl1`¨¨¨`lnΛ to C such that, for all values of the spin variables pλp1q1 , . . . , λplnqn q, the map
f
`¨, λp1q1 , ¨, λp2q1 , . . . , ¨, λplnqn ˘
belongs to the Sobolev space W 1,rpt|k| ď Λul1`¨¨¨`lnq. We claim that, for all j P N, Φpl1,...,lnqj
belongs to W 1,rpBl1`¨¨¨`lnΛ q provided that 1 ď r ă 2. Indeed, since r ă 2 and Φpl1,...,lnqj P
L2pBl1`¨¨¨`lnΛ q, we see that Φpl1,...,lnqj P LrpBl1`¨¨¨`lnΛ q. Moreover, similarly as in [12], we can
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computeż
B
l1`¨¨¨`ln
Λ
ˇˇ
ˇp∇
k
p1q
1
Φ
pl1,...,lnq
j q
`
ξ
p1q
1 , . . . , ξ
plnq
n
˘ˇˇˇrdξp1q1 . . . dξplnqn
“ 1?
l1
r
ż
B
l1`¨¨¨`ln
Λ
ˇˇ
ˇp∇
k
p1q
1
b1pξp1q1 qΦpl1´1,l2,...,lnqj q
`
ξ
p2q
1 , . . . , ξ
plnq
n
˘ˇˇˇrdξp1q1 . . . dξplnqn
À
ż
BΛ
´ ż
B
pl1´1q`¨¨¨`ln
Λ
ˇˇ
ˇp∇
k
p1q
1
b1pξp1q1 qΦpl1´1,l2,...,lnqj q
`
ξ
p2q
1 , . . . , ξ
plnq
n
˘ˇˇˇ2dξp2q1 . . . dξplnqn
¯ r
2
dξ
p1q
1
ď
ż
BΛ
››∇
k
p1q
1
pb1pξp1q1 qΦjq
››rdξp1q1 ,
the first inequality being a consequence of Hölder’s inequality. Applying Proposition 3.5, we
obtain thatż
B
l1`¨¨¨`ln
Λ
ˇˇ
ˇp∇
k
p1q
1
Φ
pl1,...,lnq
j q
`
ξ
p1q
1 , . . . , ξ
plnq
n
˘ˇˇˇrdξp1q1 . . . dξplnqn
À
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
ż
BΛ
ˇˇ
k
p1q
1
ˇˇ´2r›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξp1q1 , ¨, . . . , ¨q
›››r
2
dξ
p1q
1
`
nÿ
p“0
ÿ
i2,...,in
ż
BΛ
ˇˇ
k
p1q
1
ˇˇ´r›››
´ ź
iPv2,nwi0
jPv1,3w
phji q
1
2
´ 1
n´1
`ε
¯
p∇
k
p1q
1
G
ppq
1,i2,...,in
pξp1q1 , ¨, . . . , ¨qq
›››r
2
dξ
p1q
1 ,
which is finite by assumption. In the same way, one can verify that the other derivatives
∇
k
pℓq
i
Φ
pl1,...,lnq
j belong to L
r. Hence Φ
pl1,...,lnq
j PW 1,rpBl1`¨¨¨`lnΛ q.
Finally, since pΦpl1,...,lnqj qjPN converges weakly in L2pBl1`¨¨¨`lnΛ q, it also converges weakly in
W 1,rpBl1`¨¨¨`lnΛ q, because r ă 2. As in [12], applying the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem, one
then obtain that pΦpl1,...,lnqj qjPN converges strongly in L2pBl1`¨¨¨`lnΛ q. This concludes the proof
of the theorem. 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.2. In order to conclude the proof of Theorem 1.2, it suffices to
proceed by induction in the following way. The induction hypothesis pHlq is that, if l particles
are massless and n´l are massive, then H has a ground state. It has been shown in Section 3.1
that pH0q holds. Assuming that pHlq holds true, we proceed to prove that pHl`1q holds exactly
in the same way as in Section 3.2. More precisely, assuming that m1 “ m2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ml`1 “ 0
and miniPvl`2,nwmi ą 0, the total Hamiltonian
H ” Hm1“0,...,ml“0,ml`1“0
is approximated by the family of operators
Hm1“0,...,ml“0,ml`1 , ml`1 ą 0,
where the free energy for the pl ` 1qth massless field, dΓp|kl`1|q, is replaced by dΓppk2l`1 `
m2l`1q1{2. By the induction hypothesis, Hm1“0,...,ml“0,ml`1 has a normalized ground state
Ψm1“0,...,ml“0,ml`1 . One shows that Ψm1“0,...,ml“0,ml`1 converges strongly, as ml`1 Ñ 0,
to a ground state of Hm1“0,...,ml“0,ml`1“0 by adapting the proof given in Section 3.2 in a
straightforward way. Details are left to the reader.
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